Ultrasound and Doppler-Guided Surgery for the Treatment of Jumper’s Knee in Professional Rugby Players
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Abstract

Background: Jumper’s knee is relatively common among rugby players, and treatment of this condition is known to be difficult. Intra-tendinous revision surgery has shown poor results. New research on innervation patterns, and a new US+DP-guided treatment method targeting the regions with vessels and nerves outside the tendon has shown promising results in patients with Jumper’s knee. Material: This study includes 12 patellar tendons from 9 professional rugby players (mean age 26 years) with a long duration (range 12 - 72 months) of pain from the proximal patellar tendon. For 3 tendons there was previously intra-tendinous revision surgery with a poor result. Method: Treatment with Ultrasound (US) and Doppler (DP)-guided arthroscopic shaving + open scraping, followed by immediate weight bearing and gradually increased loading up to full loading after 6 - 8 weeks, was performed. Results: For 9 tendons there was a good clinical result, and all returned to full professional rugby within 4 - 6 months. The mean VISA score increased from 49 to 78 (p < 0.05). Follow-ups (range 10 - 30 months) show remaining good results. For 3 tendons, all have had previous intra-tendinous revision surgery, the clinical results were poor and they couldn’t return to rugby. Conclusions: The short-term results in this relatively small material indicate that US+DP-guided arthroscopic shaving + open scraping is a good treatment method for professional rugby players with chronic painful Jumper’s knee.
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1. Introduction

The aetiology and pathogenesis to Jumper’s knee/patellar tendinopathy are unknown, but the condition is considered to be an overuse injury of the knee joint extensor mechanism [1]. The condition is common in jumping and also relatively common in other sports involving explosive leg activity [2] [3]. Rugby is a sport involving explosive leg activity during fast runs, for certain players also jumping, and in training lots of weightlifting. During weightlifting, the patellar tendon has been demonstrated to be exposed to very high forces (up to 17 times the body weight) [4].

Jumper’s knee is known to be difficult to treat [1] [5] [6]. Non-surgical treatment methods require long periods of rehabilitation and the results are often not fully satisfactory [5] [6]. Surgical treatment has shown varying clinical results [7]-[9]. In a randomized controlled study, the traditional surgical treatment with tenotomy and excision of abnormal tendon tissue, followed by a long rehabilitation period, show good results only in 50% of the patients [9]. With these poor results, there has been a need for more research and new treatment methods. Recent research on tissue specimens has shown few, if any, nerves inside the tendinopathy tendon, but multiple nerves in close relation to blood vessels on the deep (dorsal) side of the tendon [10] [11]. These findings correspond to regions with high blood flow on US+DP examination. Also, from athletes involved in contact sports (ground contact and opponent contact) where US+DP showed a local thickening of the paratenon including high blood flow, tissue specimens have shown similar findings with multiple nerves in close relation to blood vessels outside the tendon (non published material). A recently invented surgical treatment method, ultrasound and Doppler- guided arthroscopic shaving, has shown very promising clinical results [12] [13]. With this method the surgical treatment is performed outside the tendon (no tenotomy), allowing for a quick postoperative rehabilitation. For patients having changes also on the superficial side, the arthroscopic procedure is combined with an open scraping procedure on the superficial side of the tendon.

The aim with this prospective study was to follow the clinical results after treatment with ultrasound and Doppler-guided arthroscopic shaving + open scraping in professional rugby players suffering from chronic painful Jumper’s knee.

2. Material and Methods

Nine professional rugby players (mean age 26 years, range 21 - 34) with a long duration (12 - 72 months) of pain in the proximal part of 12 patellar tendons, diagnosed as Jumper’s knee, were included. For 3 tendons there was previously intra-tendinous revision surgery with a poor result.

**Surgery: Ultrasound-guided arthroscopic shaving [12] + open scraping**

Ultrasound and Colour Doppler was used pre-operatively to verify the changes.

For all patients: There was a thickening of the proximal patellar tendon with structural tendon changes regions with hypo-echoicity located mainly on the deep side and central in the tendon. There was a localised high blood flow outside and inside the deep side of the tendon. On the superficial side there were regions with thickened paratenon containing localised high blood flow (Figure 1).
The US and DP findings guided the surgical treatment on both sides of the tendon. Arthroscopy was performed in general or local anaesthesia. The patients were in a supine position with straight knee and relaxed quadriceps. Standard antero-medial and antero-lateral portals. Pressure controlled pump. Tourniquet was used if general anaesthesia. The patellar tendon insertion into the patella was identified. For shaving, a 4.5 mm full radius blade shaver was used. Simultaneous ultrasound examination (longitudinal and transversal views) guided the procedure. Careful shaving, aiming to destroy only the region with high blood flow (neovessels) and nerves adjacent to the tendinosis changes on the dorsal side of the tendon, was done (i.e. separating the Hoffa fat pad from the patellar tendon). No tendon tissue was resected, and the Hoffa fat pad was saved. There was a careful inspection of the tip of the patella, and if there was a sharp edge of the patellar tip, indicating interference between the patellar tip and the tendon, the tip of the patella was smoothened off with the shaver. A standard arthroscopic evaluation of the whole knee joint ended the arthroscopic procedure. The portals were sutured, and 20 ml of Chirocain was injected into the knee joint.

An open procedure was used for treatment of the superficially located changes. Via a central longitudinal incision (in the region with US+DP verified changes) through the skin, bursa and paratenon, the superficial side of the tendon was visualized. Thickened paratenon was excised, and the underlaying vascularised fatty infiltration was carefully scraped away until normal underlaying tendon. Hemostasis. Resorbable sutures subcutaneously, and non-resorbable sutures in the skin. Bandage from toes to above knee level, with local compression on superficial wound.

**After treatment**

Day 1: After surgery the patients rested over night, then they were allowed full weight bearing walking.

Week 1 - 2: Range of movement exercises, quadriceps innervation training and gradually increased walking. Light biking from second week.

Week 3 - 6: Gradually increased patellar tendon loading, depending on effusion, muscular fitness and pain symptoms.

Week: 7 - 12: If no complications, gradually increased loading in rugby training and playing.

**Follow-ups**

After treatment most patients were followed up at 6 - 8 weeks postoperatively.

Further follow-ups were done via mail contact with the team physiotherapist or the patient.

**Outcomes**

The primary outcome measure was to evaluate the clinical effect of the treatment by having the patients to score on a VISA-P score, before and after treatment.

### 3. Results

For 9 tendons (7 patients) there was a good clinical result, and all returned to full professional rugby within 4 - 6 months.

The mean VISA score increased significantly from 49 before treatment to 78 after treatment (range 59 - 90) (p < 0.05).

Follow-ups ranging from 10 - 30 months after treatment, showed remaining good clinical results.

For 3 tendons (2 patients), all had previously been treated with intra-tendinous revision surgery, the clinical results were poor and they couldn’t return to professional rugby training and playing.

### 4. Discussion

The clinical results from this study indicate that US+DP-guided arthroscopic shaving + open scraping is a good treatment method for professional rugby players with chronic painful Jumper’s knee, but players that previously had undergone intra-tendinous revision surgery for the same diagnosis had poor outcomes.

It is, of course, important to notice that this is a small patient material, and that the follow-up time is short. On the other hand, the results are similar to the results demonstrated in a recent 4-year follow-up study on athletes from different sports [14].

For all 9 tendons that had not had surgical treatment before there was a good clinical result, and all these patients returned to full rugby training and playing. However, looking at the VISA scores, even though the average score was high, there was a variation indicating that all patients were not pain-free. Anyhow, they could participate in full training and playing which they couldn’t do before the surgical treatment. There was also an individual
variation in how early they could return to playing matches, one patient that had bilateral surgery (3 days between the operations) returned to match play already after 8 weeks, while another patient that had unilateral surgical treatment couldn’t return to match play until 5 months after surgery.

The methodology used for the surgical treatment is based on new research findings related to the innervation patterns in the chronic painful patellar tendon [10] [11]. The relationship between nerves and blood vessels (high blood flow) has been studied [15] to try to answer the question where the pain comes from [16], and used to invent new successful treatment methods targeting the regions with high blood flow and nerves outside the tendons [12]-[14] [17]-[19]. During the treatment, the procedure target the regions with localized high blood flow in close relation to regions with tendon (deep side) and paratenon (superficial side) changes, and the tendon inside is never touched. This allows for a relatively fast return to tendon loading activity after surgery. Using this methodology we have had very few complications.

It was interesting to notice that the 3 tendons that previously had been surgically treated with intra-tendinous revision surgery had a poor outcome. It can be speculated if there, in contrast to tendons that had not had intra-tendinous surgery [11], are nerves inside these tendons? We have had similar poor results also in a few other tendons that previously had had intra-tendinous revision surgery, and we have on-going research with analyses of tendon tissue specimens, to examine if there is a different innervation pattern in these tendons. The previously most commonly used surgical treatment method for this condition was intra-tendinous revision surgery, but because of relatively poor clinical results [7]-[9] this method has been more and more abandoned. Also, intra-tendinous surgery requires a careful and long rehabilitation period, and even if diminished tendon pain, for high level athletes it is difficult to be able to return to previous sport competition level if having been away too long. With the new scientific knowledge about the innervation patterns in the chronic painful patellar tendon [10] [11], it seems not to be indicated to use intra-tendinous revision surgery for the previously not surgically treated proximal patellar tendinopathy tendon.

For diagnosis we used US+DP, that has been shown to be a reliable method to study especially superficial tendons [20]. Our research group has a long tradition and experience from using this technique to evaluate tendons, and we feel confident to provide an accurate diagnosis. Also, we have since around 15 years used US+DP to guide surgical procedure in the Achilles [19] and patellar tendons [13] [14] [18].

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, the short-term results in this relatively small material indicate that US+DP-guided arthroscopic shaving + open scraping is a good treatment method for professional rugby players with chronic painful Jumper’s knee that had not been surgically treated before. Larger materials with longer follow-ups are needed before further conclusions can be drawn.
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